
MDT Mobilier



MDT Mobilier cannot be held liable for any direct or indirect damage caused by the use of any of its products, including, but not limited to, any damage arising from negligence, 
changes made to the product, any type of accident, normal wear of the product, overload or incorrect assembly of the product. We also cannot be held responsible for any 
improper installation that could damage the furniture, cause collateral damage or impact a person’s health or safety.

mdtmobilier.cominfo@mdtmobilier.comMDT

Cleaning: Clean with a damp cloth to remove dust. In case 
of grease residue, use glass cleaner. Do not use any abrasive
compound or chemical products.

Important: Capacity and weight restrictions*
The weight restriction assumes that the brackets are 
correctly installed into solid wood beams (structural wood 
inside drywall). If this option is not available and anchors are 
required (eg., for drywall, brick/concrete, ceramic/tile etc.), 
please read and respect capability and weight restrictions 
from the anchor manufacturer you are planning to use.

3  Spaces
A  Inside dimension: 10 ¼’’(26 cm), 11 ¼’’ (28.60 cm) 12 ¼’’ (31.5 cm)
B  Wall plate: 44’’H (111.75  cm)
C  ‘’U’’ bracket: 4  ¼’’ (102.90 cm)
D  Space between supports: 14’’ (35.60cm)
E  Top space: 6 ½’’ (16.50 cm)
F  Lower space: 5 ½’’ (14 cm)
G  Wall mount hole: 3/16’’Ø, countersunk (4.5 mm)
H  Shelf mount hole: 3/16’’Ø (4.5 mm)

All our products are handmade. Measurements may differ slightly from one product to another.

Standard sizes: 10’’ (25.40cm) 
  
Other sizes: 11’’ (28 cm), 12’’ (30.50 cm)

Sold as a pair (including matching finish screws)

Finish: Powder-coat

Maximum weight capacity: 50 lbs/paire *

Fabrication time: 3 to 5 weeks (business days)

Made to order in Montreal, Canada

Shelf sold separately (see our other products)
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MDT Mobilier cannot be held liable for any direct or indirect damage caused by the use of any of its products, including, but not limited to, any damage arising from negligence, 
changes made to the product, any type of accident, normal wear of the product, overload or incorrect assembly of the product. We also cannot be held responsible for any 
improper installation that could damage the furniture, cause collateral damage or impact a person’s health or safety.

mdtmobilier.cominfo@mdtmobilier.comMDT

Cleaning: Clean with a damp cloth to remove dust. In case 
of grease residue, use glass cleaner. Do not use any abrasive
compound or chemical products.

Important: Capacity and weight restrictions*
The weight restriction assumes that the brackets are 
correctly installed into solid wood beams (structural wood 
inside drywall). If this option is not available and anchors are 
required (eg., for drywall, brick/concrete, ceramic/tile etc.), 
please read and respect capability and weight restrictions 
from the anchor manufacturer you are planning to use.

Standard sizes: 10’’ (25.40cm) 
  
Other sizes: 11’’ (28 cm), 12’’ (30.50 cm)

Sold as a pair (including matching finish screws)

Finish: Powder-coat

Maximum weight capacity: 50 lbs/paire *

Fabrication time: 3 to 5 weeks (business days)

Made to order in Montreal, Canada

Shelf sold separately (see our other products)

4  Spaces
A  Inside dimension: 10 ¼’’(26 cm), 11 ¼’’ (28.60 cm) 12 ¼’’ (31.5 cm)
B  Wall plate: 58 ½’’H (148.60 cm)
C  ‘’U’’ bracket: 54 ¼’’ (138.45 cm)
D  Space between supports: 14’’ (35.60cm)
E  Top space: 6 ½’’ (16.50 cm)
F  Lower space: 5 ½’’ (14 cm)
G  Wall mount hole: 3/16’’Ø, countersunk (4.5 mm)
H  Shelf mount hole: 3/16’’Ø (4.5 mm)

All our products are handmade. Measurements may differ slightly from one product to another.
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